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Keep up with what’s
new:
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Populations of the Tufted Titmouse have quadrupled at Yale Forest
since 1985.
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Y ALE F OREST
-CONTINUED

“2018 data
have now
been
compiled,
and the
number of
the
population
changes that
has occurred
is striking.”

Pileated Woodpecker populations have also grown since 1985, possibly
in part because of the die-off of White Ash in our region. Dead trees
such as this one are actively fed upon by these woodpeckers.
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These male Eskimo Curlews differ dramatically in back spotting, with
heavy spotting typical of spring birds and light spotting typical of fall
birds.
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“… now
available as a
‘preprint’
document
from our
publishing
partner, Arts
and Academic
Publishing.”
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E NDANGERED
S PECIES C OURSE

“Why bother?
The
philosophical
underpinnings of
endangered
species
conservation.
”

This radio-collared Guam Rail was part of a re-establishment effort for a
species that is presently extinct in the wild.
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F IELD S TATION
U PDATE

Autumn sun rising over uncut hay– wet conditions this year led many farmers to
abandon their fall hay crop as fields were too waterlogged to cut.
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“Major
efforts at
establishing
native shrubs
and fruiting
trees about
the edges of
our fields
have met
with great
success…”
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Don’t sleep through renewing your membership.
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